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Cutler-Orosi Joint Unified School District 

 

School Secretary 

Salary Range: Range 22 FLSA: Non Exempt Unit: Classified  

 
 

DEFINITION 

Under the direction of the school Administrator, organize, coordinate, schedule, lead and perform a wide 
variety of complex and administrative office activities; serve as secretary to the Administrator and 
coordinate the daily operations and activities of the school; coordinate communications between 
administrators, District, staff, parents, students and the general public; relieve the Administrator of a wide 
variety of technical and administrative details; train and provide work direction to student assistants, 
volunteers, staff and others as assigned. Prepare regular and specialized reports, records and files; 
interact with staff, teachers, students and parents on a wide variety of issues; and perform related duties.  
 
 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED AND EXERCISED 
 
Receive general supervision from assigned Administrator.  May exercise functional or technical direction 
to assigned office support staff.  May provide input on evaluations of staff. 
 
 

CLASS CHARACTERISTICS 

This is the journey-level class in the clerical support series.  Incumbent at this level is capable of performing 
complex administrative and office coordination duties requiring thorough knowledge of District and school 
rules, policies and procedures and is required to be fully trained in all procedures related to the assigned 
area(s) of responsibility, working with a high degree of independent judgment, tact and initiative.  This 
class is distinguished from the Office Assistant classification series in that this class provides more 
advanced technical and specialized administrative support.  
 
 

EXAMPLES OF ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS 

Incumbent may perform any combination of the essential functions shown below.  This position 
description is not intended to be an exhaustive list of all of the duties, knowledge and abilities associated 
with this classification, but is intended to accurately reflect the administrator job elements. All of the 
duties listed below are considered to be “essential” with the exception of “Other duties as assigned.” 

 Serve as secretary to a school administrator; oversee the smooth operations of a school office and 
staff; continuously interact and serve as a liaison with students, parents, staff, administrators and the 
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community to answer questions, resolve problems and provide support on a wide variety of school 
policy and activity matters. Sign in and out and direct visitors, volunteers and students. 

 Assist administrators and staff with student disciplinary as needed. Monitor students in the office. 
 Schedule and coordinate meetings, conferences and appointments for the administrator; assist in 

organizing, preparing and distributing materials. Coordinate and schedule school events and 
activities. Serve on school and District committees as assigned.  

 Participate in and oversee the enrollment and disenrollment of students; input or inactivate  student 
data as needed; process paperwork for students leaving the school; process transcript requests. 

 Code daily staff attendance documents; maintain records of employee time-off; over-time hours; 
coordinate substitute coverage for certificated and classified staff; assist substitutes as needed. 

 Prepare, update and maintain a variety of school, staff and student records; including student 
cumulative files, emergency cards, attendance, testing, academic performance, disciplinary etc.  

 Participate in and monitor the budget processes; maintain school/program budgets; maintain student 
body account, reconciling bank statements, issue checks. Collect and account for monies collected in 
conjunction with school activities; secure monies and process according to established procedures.  

 Verify and review forms and reports for completeness and conformance with regulations; apply 
District, departmental, school, and/or program policies in determining completeness.  

 Compose, copy, collate and distribute a variety of reports, letters, documents and memoranda; 
proofread drafts and suggest corrections. Compile information and data for reports; check data; 
prepare and assemble reports, manuals, articles, announcements and other informational materials. 

 Answer and screen phone calls; greet and assist students, parents and visitors; respond to 
complaints and information requests; assist in interpreting regulations, policies and procedures. 

 Perform all of the duties of the Office Assistant I and II as needed. 
 Maintain consistent, punctual and regular attendance; be reliable and have the ability to empathize. 
 Monitor, order and distribute office and other related supplies; assist in preparing, processing and 

tracking purchase requisitions for materials; prepare request for payment for approval.  
 Type 55 WPM corrected. 
 May translate/transcribe reports, correspondence, minutes, handouts and other documents; attend 

meetings and may provide translation services for parents and staff in Spanish as needed. 
 Administer first aid to ill or injured students and staff; perform CPR; dispense medication or other 

approved treatments and procedures to students according to physician, parental instructions and 
District policy in emergencies; notify parents of ill or injured students as needed. 

 Perform related duties as assigned. 
 
  

QUALIFICATIONS 
 
Knowledge of and Ability to:  

 Understand and follow oral and written instructions using proper English, spelling, vocabulary, 
grammar and punctuation; use English effectively to communicate in person, over the telephone 
and/or in writing; apply common sense understanding to carry out instructions provided. 

 Possess the personal characteristics generally recognized as essential for public employees, 
including the demonstration of: integrity, initiative, emotional maturity, dependability, good judgment 
and ability to work cooperatively; be reliable and have the ability to empathize. 
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 Maintain a high degree of confidentiality regarding students, parents, staff and others. 
 Use positive techniques for providing a high level of customer service by effectively dealing with 

parents, students, community members and staff. Use tact, patience and courtesy. 
 Observe all District safe work practices and policies; use proper lifting techniques. 
 Maintain personal appearance, grooming and language that provide a satisfactory example to pupils. 
 Learn and understand the operation of the District as necessary to assume assigned responsibilities; 

use tact, initiative, prudence and independent judgment within policy and legal guidelines. 
 Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others. 
 Train others, organize work, set priorities and meet critical time deadlines. Perform responsible 

clerical support work with accuracy and speed.  Be motivated to produce a high quality work product. 
 Use basic math and cash accounting skills including decimals, fractions and percentages to compute 

records for reporting, make change and reconcile accounts; maintain accurate records. Add, 
subtract, multiply and divide quickly and accurately. 

 Utilize modern office practices and equipment and applications. Use basic principles of record 
keeping and file maintenance. File materials alphabetically, chronologically and numerically. 

 Interpret, apply and explain administrative, program, school and District policies and procedures. 
 Use proper etiquette to effectively prioritize multiple phone calls and other requests for service. 
 Handle medical emergencies and injuries in a calm effective manner; provide basic first aid and CPR. 
 Observe and control student behavior according to approved policies and procedures. 
 Compose correspondence and reports independently or from brief instructions. 
 Maintain and account for school site keys; request keys as necessary. 
 Meet schedules and critical time deadlines; complete work with many interruptions.  
 Maintain consistent, punctual and regular attendance.  
 Understand and work within scope of authority.  
 Use English and Spanish effectively to communicate in person, over the telephone and in writing. 

 Meet the physical demands and environmental elements required by the position.  
 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:  
Any combination of training and experience that would provide the required knowledge, skills and 
abilities is qualifying.  A typical way to obtain the required qualifications would be: 

Education: 

 High school diploma or equivalent. 
 AA degree preferred. 
 
Experience: 

 Four (4) years of increasingly responsible office administrative or secretarial experience in a position 
involving frequent contact with the public. 

 
LICENSES AND CERTIFICATIONS: 
Licenses and Certifications are conditions of initial and continuing employment. 
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 Possession of or ability to obtain a First Aid Certificate and CPR Certificate within the first six (6) 

months of employment. 
 Possession of and ability to maintain a valid California Driver’s License. 
 Submit, at applicants own expense, his/her DMV motor vehicle driving record at the time of 

appointment.  Failure to meet this requirement may result in disqualification. 
 Mileage reimbursements are available for employees required to drive a personal vehicle.  
 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS 

 This classification may require the ability to communicate effectively in Spanish, both orally and in 
writing, and pass a District bilingual test. 

 Other skills/performance tests may be required depending on the assignment.  These may include, 
but are not limited to, writing, reading, math, and excel.  

 Maintain personal responsibility for maintenance of all licenses and permits.  
 

WORKING CONDITIONS 

The work environment and physical demands of the position as described are representative of those 
that an employee must met to successfully perform the essential functions. Reasonable accommodations 
may be made to enable an individual to perform the essential functions of a specific position. 
 
PHYSICAL DEMANDS 

Must possess mobility to work in a standard office setting and use standard office equipment, including a 
computer. Vision abilities required include close vision, color vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, 
and the ability to adjust focus; vision to read printed materials, a computer screen and to drive a vehicle 
to conduct work. Hearing and speech abilities required to communicate in person and over the 
telephone.  This is primarily a sedentary office classification although standing in work areas and walking 
between work areas may be required.  Finger dexterity is essential to access, enter and retrieve data 
using a computer keyboard, typewriter keyboard, or calculator and to operate standard office equipment.  
Employee occasionally bends, stoops, kneels, pushes, reaches overhead, above the shoulders and 
horizontally to retrieve and store files and supplies and pulls drawers open and close to retrieve and file 
information.  Employee must possess the ability to lift, carry, push and pull materials and objects up to 30 
pounds.   
 
ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS  

Employee primarily works in an office environment with moderate noise levels, controlled temperature 
conditions and little direct exposure to hazardous physical substances.  Incumbents occasionally are 
exposed to road hazards while driving a vehicle to conduct work. Employee may interact with upset or 
hostile staff and/or public and private representatives in interpreting and enforcing departmental policies 
and procedures.  Stress is an integral part of this job in dealing with people and meeting deadlines and 
workload requirements. Employee may be exposed to blood, infectious diseases and body fluids when 
rendering First Aid and CPR. 
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